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BASIC  I  96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,496.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

THE RECOVERY AGENT
A Gabriella Rose Novel
Janet Evanovich
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #1 TITLE
As a recovery agent, Gabriela Rose is hired by individuals and companies seeking lost 
treasures, stolen heirlooms, or missing assets. But Gabriela’s latest job isn’t for some 
billionaire, it’s for her own family. Inspired by an old family legend, Gabriela sets off for Peru in 
pursuit of the Ring of Solomon and the lost treasure of Cortez. This particular job comes with 
a problem — Gabriela’s ex-husband, Rafer. It’s Rafer who has the map that possibly points the 
way to the treasure. The two make a formidable team, and it’s going to take a team to defeat 
the vicious drug lord who's also searching for the mysterious artifact.

THE SUMMER GETAWAY
Susan Mallery
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #3 TITLE
With her divorce settlement about to run out and a mortgage she can’t afford, Robyn Caldwell 
needs a plan. But how’s she supposed to think when her daughter has become the most 
demanding bride ever, her son won’t even consider college, her best friend is on the brink 
of marital disaster, and her ex is making a bad decision that could bring everything crashing 
down on Robyn’s head? When her great-aunt Lillian invites her to Santa Barbara for the 
summer, Robyn hops on the first plane. The more time Robyn spends with Lillian, the more 
she sees the appeal in taking chances on dreams, on love, on family. All she has to do is 
muster the courage to take a chance on herself.

A RELATIVE MURDER
A Medlar Mystery
Jude Deveraux
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #6 TITLE
Sara Medlar’s home is her refuge and she loves having her niece Kate and dear friend Jack 
Wyatt under her roof. The Medlar Three, as they are known, have sworn off getting involved 
in any more murder investigations, but when Kate stumbles upon a dead body, the Medlar 
Three are back in the sleuthing game. Kate also has a charming new real estate client with a 
mysterious past. It doesn’t take long to discover that the murder and the new man in town are 
somehow related. When the stranger’s true identity is revealed, Sara fears she’ll lose Kate and 
Jack forever. But family is family — even if you sometimes want to kill them.

  |  9781432885410  |  $38.99 U.S. 
Mystery  |  Releases 3/22/2022 |  Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

  |  9781432895266  |  $37.99 U.S. 
General Fiction  |  Releases 3/15/2022 |  Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

  |  9781432895259  |  $36.99 U.S. 
Mystery  |  Releases 3/29/2022 |  Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.
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BASIC  I  96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,496.25% STANDING 
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ONE ITALIAN SUMMER
Rebecca Serle
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“[T]his daydream of a story affirms what it means to love and be loved. An enchanting book for the last cold 
days of winter, but also suggest it to readers come summer.” — Library Journal

When Katy’s mother dies, she's left reeling. To make matters worse, their mother–daughter 
trip looms. Now she's faced with embarking on the adventure alone. As soon as she steps 
foot on the Amalfi Coast, Katy begins to feel her mother’s spirit. And then Carol appears — in 
the flesh, healthy, and 30 years old. Katy doesn’t understand what's happening — all she can 
focus on is that she has somehow gotten her mother back. Over the course of one Italian 
summer, Katy gets to know Carol as a young woman. She's not who Katy imagined she might 
be, however, and Katy must reconcile the mother who knew everything with the woman who 
does not yet have a clue.

IN THE MARGINS
ON THE PLEASURES OF READING AND WRITING
Elena Ferrante
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
In 2020, Claire Luchette in O, The Oprah Magazine described the beloved Italian novelist Elena 
Ferrante as “an oracle among authors.” Here, in these four crisp essays, Ferrante offers a rare 
look at the origins of her literary powers. She writes about her influences, her struggles, and 
her formation as both a reader and a writer; she describes the perils of “bad language” and 
suggests ways in which it has long excluded women’s truth; she proposes a choral fusion of 
feminine talent as she brilliantly discourses on the work of Emily Dickinson, Gertrude Stein, 
Ingeborg Bachmann, and many others.

OUR AMERICAN FRIEND
Anna Pitoniak

White House correspondent Sofie Morse quit her job and plans to leave politics behind, but 
when she gets a call from the office of First Lady Lara Caine, her curiosity is piqued. Lara was 
born in Soviet Russia and worked as a model before moving to America and marrying the 
brash future president. When Lara asks Sofie to write her official biography, and to fill in the 
gaps of her history, Sofie begins to spend more time in the White House, slowly developing 
a bond with Lara. As Lara’s story unfolds, Sofie wonders why Lara is rehashing such sensitive 
information. Suddenly Sofie is in the middle of a game of cat and mouse that could have 
explosive ramifications.

  |  9781432895471  |  $35.99 U.S. 
Women's Fiction  |  Releases 3/2/2022 |  Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

  |  9781432895464  |  $35.99 U.S. 
General Fiction  |  Releases 3/15/2022 |  Available in Basic 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

  |  9781432895488  |  $34.99 U.S. 
Thriller  |  Releases 3/2/2022 |  Available in Basic 5, 6, 7 & 8.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895471/one-italian-summer
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THE DICKENS BOY
Thomas Keneally
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
BOOKER-WINNING AUTHOR
Edward Dickens, the 10th child of England’s most famous author Charles Dickens, has 
consistently let down his parents. Adrift in life, the teenaged boy is sent to Australia in 
the hopes that he can make something of himself. He soon finds himself in the Outback, 
surrounded by Aboriginals, colonials, ex-convicts, ex-soldiers, and very few women. Even 
on the other side of the world, Edward encounters the same rabid veneration of his father 
that exists in England. Determined to prove to his parents and himself that he can succeed 
in this vast and unfamiliar wilderness, Edward works hard at his new life amidst various 
bushrangers, stock agents, and frontier battles.

ANTICIPATION
Melodie Winawer
“Readers will be riveted from the first page.” — starred, Publishers Weekly

After the death of her husband and becoming a single parent to her nine-year-old son 
Alexander, overworked scientist Helen desperately needs an escape. When Alexander 
proposes a trip to Greece, Helen quickly agrees. After spending several days exploring the 
tourist-filled streets, they stumble upon the ancient city of Mystras. Its only resident is Elias, 
a tour guide living on the city’s edges. When Elias runs into Helen, he meets his match for the 
first time — but he unwittingly puts both her and her young son in danger as a result. With 
time running out and an enemy after them, Elias and Helen are forced to choose between the 
city they love, and each other.

THE WOMEN OF PEARL ISLAND
Polly Crosby

When Tartelin answers an ad for a personal assistant, she doesn't know what to expect from 
her new employer, Marianne, an eccentric elderly woman. Marianne lives on a remote island 
that her family has owned for generations, and for decades her only companions have been 
butterflies and tightly held memories of her family. But there are some memories Marianne 
would rather forget, such as when the island was commandeered by the British government 
during WWII. Now, if Marianne can trust Tartelin with her family's story, she might finally be 
able to face the long-buried secrets of her past that have kept her isolated for far too long.

  |  9781432895495  |  $33.99 U.S. 
General Fiction  |  Releases 3/16/2022 |  Available in Basic 6, 7 & 8.

9781432895457  |  $30.99 U.S. 
Women's Fiction  |  Releases 3/2/2022 |  Available in Basic 7 & 8.

9781432891961  |  $30.99 U.S. 
General Fiction  |  Releases 3/2/2022 |  Available in Basic 8.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895495/the-dickens-boy
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895457/anticipation
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SHADOWS REEL
A Joe Pickett Novel
C. J. Box
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #3 TITLE
A day before the three Pickett girls come home for Thanksgiving, Joe is called out for a 
moose poaching incident that turns out to be something much more sinister: a local fishing 
guide has been brutally tortured and murdered. At the same time, Marybeth opens an 
unmarked package at the library where she works and finds a photo album that belonged 
to an infamous Nazi official. When a close neighbor is murdered, Joe and Marybeth face new 
questions: Who is after the book? And how will they solve its mystery before someone hurts 
them or their girls?

THE GOLDEN COUPLE
Greer Hendricks and Sarah Pekkanen
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHORS
EDITOR'S CHOICE #4 TITLE
If Avery Chambers can’t fix you in 10 sessions, she won’t take you on as a client. She helps 
people overcome everything from domineering parents to assault. Marissa and Mathew 
Bishop seem like the golden couple — until Marissa cheats. She wants to repair things, both 
because she loves her husband and for the sake of their 8-year-old son. Marissa takes a 
chance on this maverick therapist, who lost her license due to controversial methods. When 
the Bishops glide through Avery’s door and Marissa reveals her infidelity, all three are set on 
a collision course, because the biggest secrets in the room are still hidden, and it’s no longer 
simply a marriage that’s in danger.

THE MISSING PIECE
A Dismas Hardy Novel
John Lescroart
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #6 TITLE
No one mourned when DA Wes Farrell put Paul Riley in prison for the rape and murder of 
his girlfriend. And no one is happy to see him when he's released after uncovered evidence 
pinned the crime on someone else. In fact, Riley soon turns up murdered. To the cops, it's 
straightforward: The father of Riley's dead girlfriend killed the former prisoner. Farrell, now 
practicing law with Dismas Hardy, agrees to represent the defendant, Doug Rush — and is left 
in the dust when Rush suddenly vanishes. The search takes PI Abe Glitsky through a hall of 
mirrors populated by wounded parents, crooked cops, cheating spouses, and vigilantes.

  |  9781432894764  |  $37.99 U.S. 
Mystery  |  Releases 3/16/2022 |  Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

  |  9781432895563  |  $37.99 U.S. 
Thriller  |  Releases 3/16/2022 |  Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

  |  9781432892128  |  $37.99 U.S. 
Thriller  |  Releases 3/29/2022 |  Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432894764/shadows-reel
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895563/the-golden-couple
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CORE  I  96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,496.25% STANDING 
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THIS MIGHT HURT
Stephanie Wrobel
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
ON OVER 4 MOST ANTICIPATED BOOK LISTS
EDITOR'S CHOICE #7 TITLE
Natalie Collins hasn’t heard from her sister in more than half a year. The last time they spoke, 
Kit was slogging from mundane workdays to obligatory happy hours to crying in the shower 
about their dead mother. Then she found Wisewood. On a private island off the coast of 
Maine, Wisewood’s guests commit to six-month stays. During this time, they’re prohibited 
from contact with the rest of the world. Natalie receives a menacing e-mail from a Wisewood 
account threatening to reveal the secret she’s been keeping from Kit. Natalie hurries north to 
come clean to her sister and bring her home, but she’s about to learn that Wisewood won’t let 
them go without a fight.

BLACK OPS
THE LIFE OF A CIA SHADOW WARRIOR
Ric Prado
EDITOR'S CHOICE #8 TITLE
The son of a Cuban family caught in the midst of the Castro Revolution, Enrique Prado’s family 
fled for America. Fifty years later, the Cuban refugee retired from the Central Intelligence 
Agency. Black Ops is the story of Ric’s legendary career that spanned two eras, the Cold War 
and the Age of Terrorism. He and his team carried out covert operations and developed assets 
that proved pivotal in the coming War on Terror. A harrowing memoir of life in the shadowy 
world of assassins, terrorists, and revolutionaries, Black Ops is a testament to the courage of 
the Agency’s Special Activities Group and its elite shadow warriors.

THE BERLIN EXCHANGE
Joseph Kanon
EDGAR AWARD–WINNING AUTHOR
“Genuine suspense, including an exciting variation on the border-crossing theme, combine beautifully with 
moving psychological drama.” — starred, Booklist

Berlin, 1963. The height of the Cold War. An early morning spy swap at a discreet border 
crossing. The Communists are trading two American students caught helping people to 
escape and an aging MI6 operative. On the other side of the trade: Martin Keller, a physicist 
who disappeared into the English prison system. Keller’s most critical possession: his 
American passport. Keller’s most ardent desire: to see his ex-wife Sabine and their young son. 
But he has questions: who asked for him? The KGB? He's worked for the service long enough 
to know they want him for something. Something which he can't learn until he arrives in East 
Berlin, when suddenly the game is afoot.

  |  9781432895525  |  $36.99 NCR
Thriller  |  Releases 3/2/2022 |  Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

  |  9781432894825  |  $35.99 U.S. 
General Fiction  |  Releases 3/2/2022 |  Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

  |  9781432896348  |  $35.99 U.S. 
Autobiography  |  Releases 3/2/2022 |  Available in Core 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895525/this-might-hurt
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896348/black-ops-the-life-of-a-cia-shadow-warrior
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DARK HORSE
An Orphan X Novel
Gregg Hurwitz
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“Excellent . . . this series just gets better!” 
— starred, Publishers Weekly

After Evan Smoak broke with the 
Orphan Program, he adopted a new 
name and a new mission — The 
Nowhere Man. Having survived an 

attack on his life, Evan isn't interested in taking on a 
new mission, but one finds him anyway. Aragon Urrea 
is a kingpin of a drug-dealing operation in South Texas. 
However, for all his money and power, he's helpless 
when one of the most vicious cartels kidnaps his 
daughter. With no other way to rescue her, he turns to 
The Nowhere Man. Not only must Evan figure out how 
to get into the fortress of a cartel leader, he must decide 
if he should help a very bad man — no matter how just 
the cause.

THE LAST DAUGHTER OF YORK
Nicola Cornick
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“With likable characters and an intriguing 
supernatural element, this is an engaging, 
fast-paced read.” — Library Journal

In 1483, the threat of Henry Tudor’s 
rebels has the king entrusting to 
Francis Lovell and his wife, Anne, his 
most crucial mission: protecting the 

young Richard of York, his brother’s son and a threat 
to Henry’s claims to the throne. Two years later, Anne 
hides the Prince of York while Francis is hunted by 
agents of the new king, Henry VII. In the present, Serena 
Warren has been haunted by her past ever since her 
twin sister, Caitlin, disappeared. When Caitlin’s bones 
are discovered in a church vault that hasn’t been opened 
since the 18th century, the police are baffled. Serena 
uncovers a secret that connects her to Anne, Francis, 
and the young Duke of York.

MY DARLING HUSBAND
Kimberly Belle
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“Several well-placed twists deliciously shake up 
the brisk plot.” — Publishers Weekly

Jade and Cam Lasky are a happily 
married couple with two adorable 
kids, a spacious home, and a growing 
restaurant business, but their world is 

tipped upside down when Jade is confronted by a home 
invader. As Cam scrambles to gather the ransom money, 
Jade starts to wonder if they’re as financially secure as their 
lifestyle suggests, and what other secrets her husband is 
keeping from her. Cam may be a good father, a celebrity 
chef, and a darling husband, but there’s another side he’s 
kept hidden that's put their family in danger. Unbeknownst 
to Cam and Jade, the home invader has been watching 
them and is about to turn their family secrets into a public 
scandal.

CHILD OF LIGHT
Terry Brooks
NATIONAL BESTSELLER
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“A fast-paced plot packed with secrets makes 
this an enjoyable read in a slightly old-
fashioned high-fantasy style.” — Kirkus

Since age 15, Auris Afton Grieg has been 
trapped in a sinister prison. Now, she's 
about to age out of the children’s prison, 

and rumors say the adult version is far worse, so she 
and some friends stage an escape into the surrounding 
wastelands. It's here that Auris’ journey of discovery 
begins, for she's rescued by a stranger who claims to be 
Fae — a magical race Auris had thought to be no more 
than legend. Odder still, he seems to think Auris is one as 
well, although the two look nothing alike. Strangest of all, 
when he brings her to his homeland, she begins to suspect 
he's right. Yet how could a woman who looks entirely 
human be a magical being herself?

  |  9781432895518  |  $34.99 U.S.  
Thriller  |  Releases 3/2/2022
Available in Core 5, 6, 7 & 8.

9781432891954  |  $30.99 U.S.  
Historical Romance  |  Releases 3/2/2022
Available in Core 7 & 8.

9781432891978  |  $31.99 U.S.  
Thriller  |  Releases 3/2/2022
Available in Core 6, 7 & 8.

9781432895501  |  $30.99 U.S.  
Fantasy  |  Releases 3/2/2022
Available in Core 8.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895518/dark-horse-an-orphan-x-novel
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432891978/my-darling-husband
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432891954/the-last-daughter-of-york
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895501/child-of-light
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FEAR THY NEIGHBOR
Fern Michaels
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #5 TITLE
At 29, Alison Marshall is ready to find a place to call home. When she reaches beautiful 
Palmetto Island, she thinks she may have found it. On a hunch, she contacts the island’s only 
realtor and learns that an old beach house is on the market. At first, home is everything she 
hoped it would be, but as days turn into weeks, she uncovers a dark side to this supposedly 
peaceful haven. The locals have a secret, and once Alison discovers what it is, she faces a stark 
choice. She can stay and join them — or escape. But leaving brings its own risks, and Alison is 
starting to wonder if coming to Palmetto Island is the last mistake she’ll ever make.

THE ATLAS SIX
Olivie Blake
EDITOR'S CHOICE #6 TITLE
The tag #theatlassix has millions of views on TikTok
The Alexandrian Society are the foremost secret society of magical academicians in the world. 
Each decade, only the six most uniquely talented magicians are selected for initiation. Enter 
the latest round of six: Libby and Nico, who exert control over every element of physicality. 
Reina, who can intuit the language of life itself. Parisa, who can traverse the depths of the 
subconscious. Callum, who can influence a person’s inner self. Tristan, who can see through 
illusions to a new structure of reality. The six potential initiates will fight to survive, and if they 
can prove themselves to be the best among their rivals, most of them will. Most of them.

CALDER GRIT
The Calder Brandd • Book 2
Janet Dailey
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
EDITOR'S CHOICE #8 TITLE
When Blake Dollarhide’s half-brother takes advantage of the daughter of a homesteading 
family, Blake steps in as Hanna Anderson’s bridegroom to restore her honor and give her 
unborn child his name. When the war between the factions rages anew, everyone wonders 
if Blake will stand by the close-knit community he serves or the wife he took in name only. A 
marriage of love is more than Hanna ever dreamed of, but even as she longs to trust the bond 
growing between her and Blake, Hanna knows it will take courage to overcome the differences 
between them and even greater strength to put down roots in this wild new country.

  |  9781432895549  |  $37.99 U.S. 
Women's Fiction  |  Releases 3/29/2022 |  Wheeler Hardcover 3, 4 & 5.

  |  9781432895532  |  $37.99 U.S. 
Historical Romance  |  Releases 3/2/2022  |  Wheeler Hardcover 3, 4 & 5.

  |  9781432896713  |  $37.99 U.S. 
Fantasy  |  Releases 3/2/2022  |  Wheeler Hardcover 3, 4 & 5.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895549/fear-thy-neighbor
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896713/the-atlas-six
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895532/calder-grit
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THE FAMILY
Naomi Krupitsky
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
TODAY SHOW READ WITH JENNA BOOK CLUB PICK
Sofia Colicchio is a free spirit, loud and untamed. Antonia Russo is thoughtful, ever observing 
the world around her. Best friends since birth, they live in the shadow of their fathers’ 
unspoken community: the Family. Sunday dinners gather them each week to feast, discuss 
business, and renew the intoxicating bond borne of blood and love, but the disappearance 
of Antonia’s father drives a whisper-thin wedge between the girls as they grow into women, 
wives, mothers, and leaders. They fight to preserve their life-sustaining friendship, but one 
night their loyalty to each other and the Family will be tested. Only one of them can pull the 
trigger before it’s too late.

BRIGHT BURNING THINGS
Lisa Harding
TODAY SHOW READ WITH JENNA BOOK CLUB PICK
INDIE NEXT PICK
LIBRARYREADS SELECTION
Sonya used to perform on stage. She used to attend glamorous parties, date handsome 
men, ride in fast cars, but somewhere along the way, the stage lights Sonya lived for dimmed 
for good. In their absence, came darkness — blackouts, empty cupboards, hazy nights she 
can't remember. What keeps Sonya from losing herself completely is Tommy, her son. Her 
immense love for Tommy is in fierce conflict with her immense love of the bottle. Tommy’s 
precious life is in her shaky hands. Eventually, Sonya is forced to make a choice. Give up 
drinking or lose Tommy forever.

TODAY A WOMAN WENT MAD IN THE SUPERMARKET
STORIES
Hilma Wolitzer
NPR BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR
NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS’ CHOICE
PEOPLE MAGAZINE “BOOK OF THE WEEK”
KIRKUS “FULLY BOOKED” EDITORS PICK
In this collection, Hilma Wolitzer invites us inside the private world of domestic bliss, seen 
mostly through the lens of Paulie and Howard's gloriously ordinary marriage. From hasty 
weddings to meddlesome neighbors, ex-wives who just won't leave, to sleepless nights spent 
worrying about unanswered chainmail, Wolitzer captures the tensions, contradictions, and 
unexpected detours of daily life with wit, candor, and an acutely observant eye.

9781432895556  |  $36.99 U.S. 
General Fiction  |  Releases 3/2/2022  |  Wheeler Hardcover 3, 4 & 5.

9781432895976  |  $31.99 U.S. 
General Fiction  |  Releases 3/2/2022Wheeler  |  Hardcover 5.

Image
Not

Available

9781432898496  |  $34.99 U.S. 
Women's Fiction  |  Releases 3/29/2022  |  Wheeler Hardcover 4 & 5.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895556/the-family
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895976/today-a-woman-went-mad-in-the-supermarket-stories
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HISTORY FACT AND FICTION  I  24 hardcover titles each year for about $612.

BIOGRAPHY AND MEMOIR  I  24 hardcover titles each year for about $612.

25%

25%

STANDING 
ORDER

STANDING 
ORDER

OFF

OFF

THE CORRESPONDENTS
SIX WOMEN WRITERS ON THE FRONT 
LINES OF WORLD WAR II
Judith Mackrell
“An exhilarating read packed with emotion 
and genuine humanity. A vivid portrayal of 
six remarkable women who made history 
reporting on World War II.” — starred, Kirkus

On the front lines of the Second 
World War, a contingent of female 

journalists were barred from combat zones and faced 
with entrenched prejudice and bureaucratic restrictions, 
forced to fight for the right to work on equal terms with 
men. The Correspondents follows six women: Martha 
Gellhorn, Lee Miller, Sigrid Schultz, Virginia Cowles, Clare 
Hollingworth, and Helen Kirkpatrick. From chasing down 
sources and dodging gunfire to conducting love affairs 
and socializing with luminaries like Eleanor Roosevelt, 
Picasso, and Man Ray, these six women are captured in 
all their complexity.

THE FARMER'S LAWYER
THE NORTH DAKOTA NINE AND 
THE FIGHT TO SAVE THE FAMILY FARM
Sarah Vogel
“Vogel sets this appalling story of a 
politicized bureaucracy run amok against a 
rich portrait of North Dakota farm life and 
its political tradition of rural solidarity.” 
— Publishers Weekly

In the early 1980s, farmers were suffering through the 
worst economic crisis to hit rural America since the Great 
Depression. Desperate, they called Sarah Vogel, a young 
lawyer. Sarah brought a national class action lawsuit, 
which pitted her against the Reagan administration’s 
Department of Justice, in her fight for family farmers’ 
rights. A story about justice and holding the powerful 
to account, The Farmer's Lawyer shows how the farm 
economy we all depend on almost fell apart and what we 
can learn from Sarah's battle as a similar calamity looms 
large on our horizon once again.

THE MEMOIRS OF 
STOCKHOLM SVEN
Nathaniel Ian Miller
#1 INDIE NEXT PICK
LONGLISTED FOR THE CENTER FOR 
FICTION FIRST NOVEL PRIZE

“Sven’s ugliness is only skin-deep, and readers 
will love the beauty and depth of his story.” 
— starred, Kirkus

In 1916, Sven Ormson leaves Stockholm to seek adventure 
in Svalbard, an Arctic archipelago. When an avalanche 
nearly kills him, leaving him disfigured, Sven flees to 
an uninhabited fjord. There, he builds a hut and lives 
alone, testing himself against the elements. Years into 
his isolation, the arrival of an unlikely visitor salves his 
loneliness, sparking a chain of events that bring Sven 
into a family of fellow castoffs. The Memoirs of Stockholm 
Sven is a testament to the strength of our human 
bonds, reminding us that even in the most inhospitable 
conditions, we're not beyond the reach of love.

SEA STATE
A MEMOIR
Tabitha Lasley
ON 7 RECOMMENDED READ LISTS
“[Lasley’s] whirlwind affair becomes a 
humanizing subplot and an arresting 
character study of the prototypical oil rigger 
. . . The result is a compassionate portrayal of 
what it takes to survive an inhospitable corner 
of the world.” — starred, Publishers Weekly

In her mid-thirties and newly free from a terrible 
relationship, Tabitha Lasley quit her job at a London 
magazine and poured her savings into a six-month lease 
on an apartment in Aberdeen, Scotland. She decided 
to make good on a long-deferred idea for a book about 
oil rigs and the men who work on them. Why oil rigs? 
She wanted to see what men were like with no women 
around. In Aberdeen, Tabitha became deeply entrenched 
in the world of roughnecks, a teeming subculture rich 
with brawls, hard labor, and competition. The longer 
she stayed, the more she found her presence had a 
destabilizing effect on the men — and her.

9781432896591  |  $33.99 U.S.  
History/Nonfiction  |  Releases 3/16/2022

9781432896751  |  $33.99 U.S.  
Biography  |  Releases 3/2/2022

9781432896799  |  $33.99 U.S.  
Historical Fiction  |  Releases 3/16/2022

9781432896584  |  $32.99 U.S.
Biography  |  Releases 3/2/2022

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896591/the-correspondents-six-women-writers-on-the-front-lines-of-world-war-ii
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896799/the-memoirs-of-stockholm-sven
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896751/the-farmers-lawyer-the-north-dakota-nine-and-the-fight-to-save-the-family-farm
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896584/sea-state-a-memoir
https://www.gale.com/thorndike
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NONFICTION  I  36 hardcover titles each year for about $900.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

WORLD WAR C
LESSONS FROM THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC AND HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE NEXT ONE
Sanjay Gupta, M.D. with Kristin Loberg
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“A wise, well-informed assessment of present and future health perils.” — Kirkus

As a Covid-19 health journalist, Dr. Sanjay Gupta has had the insider of insider access to the 
drama’s unfolding. Now he’s sharing what he’s learned in a book that will answer not only all 
our questions about what happened, but also about how our world will change in the years 
ahead. As the doctor who’s been holding America’s hand through the crisis with compassion, 
clarity, and well-earned wisdom, he gives you the unvarnished story behind the pandemic, 
including insights about the novel virus’ behavior, and offers practical tools to ready ourselves 
for what lies ahead.

THE CASE OF THE MURDEROUS DR. CREAM
THE HUNT FOR A VICTORIAN ERA SERIAL KILLER
Dean Jobb
ONE OF INDIEWIRE'S 10 BEST GIFTS FOR TRUE CRIME FANS
ONE OF THE WASHINGTON POST'S “50 NOTABLE WORKS OF NONFICTION”
ONE OF CRIMEREADS' “BEST TRUE CRIME BOOKS OF 2021”
ON 5 MOST ANTICIPATED BOOK LISTS
In the span of 15 years, Dr. Thomas Neill Cream murdered as many as 10 people in the United 
States, Britain, and Canada. Poison was his weapon of choice. Structured around the doctor’s 
London murder trial in 1892, The Case of the Murderous Dr. Cream exposes the blind trust given 
to medical practitioners, as well as the flawed detection methods, bungled investigations, 
corrupt officials, and stifling morality of Victorian society that allowed Dr. Cream to prey on 
vulnerable and desperate women who had turned to him for help.

CAPOTE'S WOMEN
A TRUE STORY OF LOVE, BETRAYAL, AND A SWAN SONG FOR AN ERA
Laurence Leamer
NATIONAL BESTSELLER
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
ONE OF NY POST’S MUST-HAVE BOOKS FOR FALL 2021
ONE OF TOWN & COUNTRY’S MUST-READ BOOKS OF FALL
ONE OF WALL STREET JOURNAL’S 12 BOOKS TO READ FOR OCTOBER 2021
For years, Truman Capote attempted to write what he believed would have been his magnum 
opus. When he eventually published a few chapters in Esquire, the thinly fictionalized lives (and 
scandals) of his closest famous female confidantes were laid bare for all to see, and he was 
banished from their high-society world forever. Laurence Leamer re-creates the lives of these 
fascinating swans, their friendships with Capote and one another, and the doomed quest to 
write what could have been one of the greatest novels of the 20th century.

9781432896577  |  $34.99 U.S. 
Healthcare  |  Releases 3/16/2022 |  Available in Nonfiction 2 & 3.

9781432896744  |  $32.99 U.S. 
True Crime  |  Releases 3/16/2022 |  Available in Nonfiction 2 & 3.

9781432896812  |  $31.99 U.S. 
Biography  |  Releases 3/16/2022 |  Available in Nonfiction 3.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896577/world-war-c-lessons-from-the-covid-19-pandemic-and-how-to-prepare-for-the-next-one
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896744/the-case-of-the-murderous-dr.-cream-the-hunt-for-a-victorian-era-serial-killer
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896812/capotes-women-a-true-story-of-love-betrayal-and-a-swan-song-for-an-era
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THRILLER, ADVENTURE, AND SUSPENSE  I  25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

36 hardcover titles each year for 
about $927.

THE LAST HOUSE ON NEEDLESS STREET
Catriona Ward
INDIE NEXT PICK
LIBRARYREADS SELECTION
LIBRARY JOURNAL EDITORS' PICK
“A stunning and immersive tale of psychological horror. It’s terrifyingly real and physically upsetting, yet, like 
the best of the genre, it leaves space for hope to ultimately shine through.” — starred, Library Journal

In a boarded-up house on a dead-end street at the edge of the wild Washington woods lives a 
family of three. A teenage girl who isn’t allowed outside, not after last time. A man who drinks 
alone in front of his TV, trying to ignore the gaps in his memory. And a house cat who loves 
napping and reading the Bible. An unspeakable secret binds them together, but when a new 
neighbor moves in next door, what is buried out among the birch trees may come back to 
haunt them all.

WISH YOU WERE GONE
Kieran Scott
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“Scott's complex story lines come together in an explosive climax.” — Publishers Weekly

Emma Walsh has finally worked up the courage to confront her husband about his drinking, but 
James never shows up to meet her as planned. The next time Emma sees James, his body lies 
crumpled amidst the wreckage of his flashy car. Buoyed by the support of her two closest friends, 
Emma struggles to deal with her grief, complicated by the knowledge that her husband’s legacy 
as an upstanding business owner and family man shines only because so many people, for so 
long, were so willing to keep his secrets — secrets that twist into new and unexpected shapes as 
the mysterious details of his last day of life begin to come to light.

GETAWAY
Zoje Stage
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“An outstanding read. Recommend as women’s fiction as well as psychological suspense.” ― starred, Booklist

Imogen and Beck, two sisters who couldn't be more different, have been friends with Tilda 
since high school. Once inseparable, over two decades the women have grown apart. After 
Imogen survives a traumatic attack, Beck suggests they all reunite to hike deep into the Grand 
Canyon’s backcountry. A week away, secluded in nature . . . surely it’s just what they need. 
As the terrain grows tougher, tensions from their shared past bubble up and when supplies 
begin to disappear, it becomes clear secrets aren’t the only thing they’re being stalked by.

9781432896126  |  $34.99 U.S. 
Thriller  |  Releases 3/16/2022

9781432895914  |  $33.99 U.S. 
Thriller  |  Releases 3/16/2022

9781432895938  |  $33.99 U.S. 
Thriller  |  Releases 3/16/2022

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896126/the-last-house-on-needless-street
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895914/wish-you-were-gone
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895938/getaway
https://www.gale.com/thorndike
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OFF MYSTERY  I  72 hardcover titles each year for about $1,745.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

CARAMEL PECAN ROLL MURDER
A Hannah Swensen Mystery
Joanne Fluke
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Embracing an escape from her routine at The Cookie Jar, Hannah gets asked for her help in 
baking pastries for a fishing competition, but the fun stops when she spots the lifeless body 
of the event’s celebrity spokesperson. Famed TV show host Sonny Bowman wasn’t humble 
about his ability to reel in winning catches, and no one knew that better than his overworked 
sidekick, Joey. Did Joey take bloody revenge on his pompous boss — or was Sonny killed by a 
jealous contestant? With a mess of fresh challenges, it’s either sink or swim as Hannah joins 
forces with her sister to catch a culprit before another victim goes belly up.

THE COLDEST CASE
A Bruno, Chief of Police Novel
Martin Walker
“Walker really shines in portraying the Dordogne — and Bruno’s idyllic life there.” — starred, Booklist

After attending an exhibit on facial reconstruction, Bruno wonders if this technology might 
provide a clue to a 30-year-old cold case. The case is complicated as Parisian bureaucrats 
get involved, hinting that diplomatic relations might be at stake. To make matters worse, the 
Dordogne is suffering from a drought that's sparking fires across the region. Bruno will keep a 
cool head through it all — and take time to enjoy a sumptuous Périgordian meal!

IT'S A WONDERFUL WOOF
A Chet & Bernie Mystery
Spencer Quinn
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
INSTANT USA TODAY BESTSELLER
“[R]eaders . . . will enjoy this quick, engaging tale.” — starred, Library Journal

When Victor Klovsky doesn’t show up at his mom’s, she hires Chet and Bernie to find him. The 
trail leads to the ruins of Nuestra Señora de los Saguaros where some dusty archives hold the 
secret of a previously unknown art treasure. No one is better than Chet at nosing out buried 
secrets, but he and Bernie are forced to take flight themselves, chased by a murderous foe 
who loves art all too much.

  |  9781432896416  |  $35.99 U.S. 
Cozy Mystery  |  Releases 3/2/2022 | Available in Mystery 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6.

9781432896393 |  $33.99 U.S.  
Mystery  |  Releases 3/2/2022 | Available in Mystery 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6.

9781432896805  |  $31.99 U.S.  
Mystery  |  Releases 3/2/2022 | Available in Mystery 3, 4, 5 & 6.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896416/caramel-pecan-roll-murder
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896393/the-coldest-case
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896805/its-a-wonderful-woof
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OFF MYSTERY  I  72 hardcover titles each year for about $1,745.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

MURDER IN AN IRISH BOOKSHOP
An Irish Village Mystery
Carlene O'Connor
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“A mélange of clues from classic mysteries plus plenty of Irish charm produce an enjoyable read.” — Kirkus

Siobhán O'Sullivan is looking forward to visiting the new bookshop and curling up with an 
exciting novel. The owner is hosting an event featuring up and coming Irish writers. Among 
them is Deirdre Walsh, who seems to have a distaste for the novels of Nessa Lamb. Then 
Deirdre's body is found in the back of the store. Now, Siobhán must uncover which of the 
event's guests took Deirdre's criticisms so personally they'd engage in foul play.

MISS KOPP INVESTIGATES
A Kopp Sisters Novel
Amy Stewart
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“One of the strongest entries yet in this deservedly popular historical series.” — Kirkus

Family matters require the Kopp sisters to support themselves. A chance encounter leads 
Fleurette to become a “professional co-respondent,” posing as the “other woman” in divorce 
cases so photographs can be entered as evidence to procure a divorce. While her assignments 
are exciting and lucrative, her family would never approve of such disreputable work. One 
client’s behavior leads Fleurette to uncover a larger crime, putting her in the position of 
amateur detective.

MANGO, MAMBO, AND MURDER
A Caribbean Kitchen Mystery
Raquel V. Reyes
“The character-driven debut introduces a fresh protagonist.” — starred, Library Journal

Miriam Quiñones-Smith gets a job as a cooking expert on a TV show. When she attends a 
luncheon, a socialite suddenly falls face-first into the chicken salad. When a second woman 
dies, suspicions coalesce around Cuban herbalist Dr. Fuentes. Detective Pullman is not happy 
to find Miriam at every turn. After he catches her breaking into the doctor's apothecary, he 
enlists her help as eyes and ears, but her snooping may turn out to be a recipe for her own 
murder.

9781432896379  |  $30.99 U.S.  
Mystery  |  Releases 3/2/2022 | Available in Mystery 4, 5 & 6.

9781432896386  |  $30.99 U.S.  
Mystery  |  Releases 3/2/2022 | Available in Mystery 5 & 6.

9781432896409  |  $30.99 U.S.  
Cozy Mystery  |  Releases 3/2/2022 | Available in Mystery 6.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896379/murder-in-an-irish-bookshop
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896386/miss-kopp-investigates
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896409/mango-mambo-and-murder
https://www.gale.com/thorndike
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SOFTCOVER COZY MYSTERIES  I  48 softcover titles each year for about $972.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

MURDER IN CONNEMARA
A Home to Ireland Mystery
Carlene O'Connor
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
In Galway County, a chance at 
redemption is denied by an 
unforgiving killer.
Tara Meehan is eagerly anticipating 
the grand opening of her 
architectural salvage shop Renewals. 

She's in the midst of preparations when Veronica 
O'Farrell bursts in to announce she’s ready for some 
renewal of her own. To celebrate one year of sobriety, 
she’s invited seven people to Ballynahinch Castle Hotel. 
Soon Veronica is found lying in the ruins of Clifden 
Castle with an antique Tara Brooch buried in her heart 
— the same brooch Tara Meehan admired in her shop 
the day before. Now she’s a prime suspect, along with 
Veronica’s guests, all of whom had motives to stab the 
heiress. It’s up to Tara to pin down the guilty party.

A CALCULATED WHISK
A Vintage Kitchen Mystery
Victoria Hamilton

In this new Vintage Kitchen Mystery, 
Jaymie Leighton is confronted with 
two murders and the threat of danger 
far too close to home.
When a woman living under suspicion 
for her husband’s death comes to 
Jaymie Leighton with a mysterious 

request, she’s not sure whether to get involved. Before 
Jaymie can decide whether to help her though, the 
woman’s found murdered in the woods near Jaymie’s 
cabin. Jaymie decides to get to the bottom of both 
murders, but as she discovers a tangled array of long-
buried wounds and family secrets, she begins to sense 
that danger is still lurking in the woods near her home. 
With a killer on the loose and her family in danger, 
Jaymie must uncover the culprit before she loses all she 
holds dear, including her own life.

UNDER THE COVER OF MURDER
A Beyond the Page Bookstore Mystery
Lauren Elliott
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Bookshop owner and maid of honor 
Addie Greyborne vows to catch the 
killer who crashed her best friend's 
wedding.
The impending nuptials of Serena 
Chandler and Zach Ludlow will take 

place aboard his family’s yacht. But on the day of the 
wedding, a man’s body washes up on the beach with 
no ID, only a torn page from a book in his pocket. 
Bibliophile Addie Greyborne is called in to identify 
the book, but she cannot. The morning following the 
ceremony, a second body washes ashore. A copy 
of Agatha Christie’s first Hercule Poirot novel, The 
Mysterious Affair at Styles, provides a clue that the killer 
may still be on the ship — but narrowing down the 
suspects may prove a truly Herculean task.

TWO WICKED DESSERTS
A Kitchen Witch Mystery
Lynn Cahoon
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Mia Malone is running her own catering 
business and cooking school. Her 
grandmother is teaching her witchcraft 
for the day she inherits the magical 
spells that have been passed down for 

generations. Unfortunately, that knowledge is not helping 
Mia or her grandmother in removing the spirit of warlock 
Dorian Alexander from Mia's cat. Even though Dorian 
hasn't yet left this earthly plane, his spells have already 
been transferred to his daughter Cindy's grimoire. Playing 
with magic has only resulted in a trip to Idaho where Cindy 
finds herself the number one suspect in a murder. Now it's 
up to Mia to conjure up a killer.

9781432896638  |  $26.99 U.S.  
Cozy Mystery  |  Releases 3/16/2022
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 3 & 4.

9781432896690  |  $26.99 U.S.  
Cozy Mystery  |  Releases 3/16/2022
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 3 & 4.

9781432896706  |  $26.99 U.S.  
Cozy Mystery  |  Releases 3/16/2022
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 3 & 4.

9781432896645  |  $26.99 U.S.  
Cozy Mystery  |  Releases 3/16/2022
Available in Softcover Cozy Mysteries 4.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896638/murder-in-connemara
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896690/a-calculated-whisk
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896706/under-the-cover-of-murder
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896645/two-wicked-desserts
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ALL HER LITTLE SECRETS
Wanda M. Morris
“Morris deftly combines a creepy Nazi-esque sect with a murderous plot and rounds out the intrigue with a 
striking commentary on racism, sexual assault, and misogyny.” — Library Journal

Ellice Littlejohn has an Ivy League law degree, a job as a corporate attorney in midtown 
Atlanta, great friends, and a “for fun” relationship with a rich, charming executive, who just 
happens to be her boss. But everything changes when Ellice arrives in the executive suite 
and finds him dead. But instead of grieving this tragedy, people are gossiping, the police are 
getting suspicious, and Ellice, the company’s lone black attorney, is promoted to replace her 
boss. When she uncovers shady dealings inside the company, Ellice’s past and present lives 
collide as she tries to stop a conspiracy far more sinister than she could have ever imagined.

UNDER COLOR OF LAW
Trevor Finnegan • Book 1
Aaron Philip Clark
“Clark’s ripped-from-the-headlines police procedural should make readers uncomfortable. It’s a frightening, 
tragic tale.” — starred, Library Journal

Black rookie cop Trevor “Finn” Finnegan aspires to become a top-ranking officer in the Los 
Angeles Police Department. A fast-track promotion to detective in the coveted Robbery-
Homicide Division puts him closer to achieving his goal. Four years later, calls for police 
accountability rule the headlines. When the body of a murdered Black academy recruit is 
found, Finn is tasked to investigate. As pressure mounts to solve the crime, Finn scours the 
underbelly of a city where power, violence, and race intersect. But it’s Finn’s past experience 
as a beat cop that may hold the key to solving the recruit’s murder.

THEY CAN'T TAKE YOUR NAME
Robert Justice
“A soulful study of dreams deferred.” — Kirkus

Wrongfully convicted of the Mother's Day Massacre, Langston Brown prepares to face his 
death. His final hope for salvation lies with his daughter, Liza, who left Juilliard to pursue a law 
degree with the intention of clearing her father's name. In a desperate bid to find freedom for 
her father, Liza enlists the help of Eli Stone, a jazz club owner. Devastated by the loss of his 
wife, Eli is trying to find solace by reviving the club while also wrestling with the longing to join 
her in death. Everyone has a dream that might come true — but as the shadows of the past 
converge, could Langston, Eli, and Liza be facing a danger that could shatter those dreams 
forever?

9781432895921  |  $32.99 U.S. 
Mystery  |  Releases 3/16/2022 |  Available in Black Voices 2 & 3.

9781432895969  |  $31.99 U.S. 
Suspense  |  Releases 3/16/2022 |  Available in Black Voices 2 & 3.

9781432895952  |  $30.99 U.S. 
Suspense  |  Releases 3/16/2022 |  Available in Black Voices 3.

OFF BLACK VOICES  I  36 hardcover titles each year for about $864.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895921/all-her-little-secrets
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895969/under-color-of-law
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895952/they-cant-take-your-name
https://www.gale.com/thorndike
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SOFTCOVER ROMANCE AND WOMEN'S FICTION  I  25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

36 hardcover titles each year 
for about $711.

NO OFFENSE
Little Bridge Island • Book 2
Meg Cabot
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
A broken engagement only gave Molly Montgomery additional incentive to follow her dream 
job from the Colorado Rockies to the Florida Keys. Now, as Little Bridge Island Public Library’s 
head of children’s services, Molly hopes the messiest thing in her life will be her sticky-note 
covered desk. But fate — in the form of a newborn left in the restroom — has other ideas. So 
does the sheriff who comes to investigate the “abandonment.” Recently divorced, John has 
been having trouble adjusting to single life and single parenthood. But something in Molly’s 
smile gives him hope that his life might suddenly hold new promise.

MISS ELIZA'S ENGLISH KITCHEN
A NOVEL OF VICTORIAN COOKERY AND FRIENDSHIP
Annabel Abbs
NEW YORK TIMES "ONE OF THE SEASON'S BEST HISTORICAL FICTION NOVELS"
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING BOOK CLUB PICK
COUNTRY LIVING BEST BOOK OF FALL
WASHINGTON POST BEST FEEL-GOOD BOOK OF THE YEAR
England, 1835. London is awash with new ingredients, from rare spices to exotic fruits, but 
no one knows how to use them. Eliza Acton is told by her publisher to write a cookery book, 
so she begins collecting recipes and teaching herself to cook. To her surprise she discovers 
a talent — and a passion — for the culinary arts. Eliza hires Ann Kirby, and as they cook 
together, Ann learns about poetry, love, and ambition. The two develop a friendship, but 
when Ann discovers a secret in Eliza’s past, their friendship starts to fray.

FOREVER, INTERRUPTED
Taylor Jenkins Reid
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“A moving novel about life and death.” — Kirkus

On a rainy New Year’s Day, Elsie Porter heads out to pick up a pizza for one. She isn’t 
expecting to see anyone else in the shop, much less the adorable and charming Ben Ross. 
Their chemistry is instant and electric. Ben can't even wait 24 hours before asking to see her 
again. Within weeks, the two are head over heels in love. By May, they’ve eloped. Only nine 
days later, Ben is hit by a truck and killed on impact. Elsie hears the sirens, but by the time 
she gets downstairs, he's already been whisked off to the emergency room. At the hospital, 
she must face Susan, the mother-in-law she's never met — and who doesn’t even know 
Elsie exists.

9781432896072  |  $26.99 U.S. 
Contemporary Romance  |  Releases 3/16/2022

9781432896065  |  $25.99 U.S. 
Historical Romance  |  Releases 3/16/2022

9781432895891  |  $25.99 U.S. 
Contemporary Romance  |  Releases 3/16/2022

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896072/no-offense
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896065/miss-elizas-english-kitchen-a-novel-of-victorian-cookery-and-friendship
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895891/forever-interrupted
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SAVAGE ROAD
Torpedo Ink
Christine Feehan
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
When Savage Pajari and Seychelle 
Dubois first met, their connection was 
instant. Though months have passed, 
the passion between them has only 
increased. Savage loves Seychelle with 
a fierceness that shocks him. He wants 

all of her, but only if she gives herself freely. Seychelle 
has been shaken to her core, but she's committed to 
Savage and their life together. Savage knows that what 
he really needs could break his woman if she isn’t ready. 
He has to find a way to let her see the monster inside 
without pushing her away. But the real Savage might be 
more than Seychelle can bear, and he knows he wouldn’t 
survive losing her.

NEVER FALL FOR YOUR 
FIANCÉE
The Merriwell Sisters Series • Book 1
Virginia Heath
BUZZFEED “BEST BOOKS OF NOVEMBER”
THE NERD DAILY “GET YOUR HANDS ON 
THESE ANTICIPATED JULY TO DECEMBER 
2021 BOOK RELEASES”
POPSUGAR “48 INCREDIBLE NEW BOOKS 
COMING THIS NOVEMBER”
ONE OF USA TODAY’S BEST NEW ROM-
COM READS TO GET US THROUGH 
THE REST OF 2021

The last thing Hugh Standish ever wants is a wife. 
Unfortunately, his mother is determined to find him 
one, so Hugh invents a fake fiancée to keep his mother’s 
matchmaking ways at bay. When Hugh learns his mother 
is on a ship bound for England, he realizes his ruse is 
about to implode. Hugh asks Minerva Merriwell to pose 
as his fiancée and she knows the offer is too good to 
pass up. As hilarity and miscommunication ensue, Hugh 
and Minerva’s fake engagement starts to turn into a 
real romance, but can they trust each other when their 
relationship started with a lie?

MUST LOVE BOOKS
Shauna Robinson
LIBRARYREADS SELECTION
“It's refreshing to read a book about 
publishing with a half-Black heroine who's 
wryly aware of the way she stands out in a 
very White field.” ― Kirkus

When Nora Hughes landed an editorial 
assistant position at Parsons Press, 
it was her first step toward The 

Dream Job. But after five years of lunch orders, finicky 
authors, and per my last emails, Nora has come to one 
grand conclusion: Dream Jobs do not exist. With her life 
spiraling and the Parsons staff sinking, Nora gets hit 
with even worse news. Parsons is cutting her already 
unlivable salary. Unable to afford her rent, Nora decides 
to moonlight for a rival publisher to make ends meet, 
and maybe poach some Parsons’ authors along the way. 
When Andrew Santos, a bestsellingParsons' author, 
is thrown into the mix, Nora has to decide where her 
loyalties lie.

A RECKLESS MATCH
Ruthless Rivals Series
Kate Bateman
“Bateman launches a Regency trilogy with 
this pitch-perfect enemies-to-lovers romance 
centered on the feuding Montgomery and 
Davies families . . . Brimming with intrigue, 
passion, and humor, this is sure to win the 
author new fans.” 
— starred, Publishers Weekly

Madeline Montgomery grew up despising — and secretly 
loving — the roguish Gryffud “Gryff” Davies. Since he’s off 
in London, it’s not like she’ll ever see him again. When a 
duel forces Gryff to retreat to his family’s Welsh castle, he 
realizes the only exciting thing in the dull countryside will 
be seeing Maddie. The girl he loved to tease has grown into 
a gorgeous, headstrong woman — who loathes him just 
as much as she ever did. Will secret tunnels, dangerous 
smugglers, and meddling from their feuding families 
be enough to make Maddie and Gryff realize that their 
animosity is really attraction, and maybe even love?

9781432895303  |  $32.99 U.S.  
Romance |  Releases 3/16/2022
Available in Romance 2, 3 & 4.

9781432896355  |  $31.99 U.S.  
Regency Romance |  Releases 3/16/2022
Available in Romance 3 & 4.

9781432896553  |  $32.99 U.S.  
Contemporary Romance |  Releases 3/16/2022
Available in Romance 2, 3 & 4.

9781432896362  |  $31.99 U.S.  
Regency Romance |  Releases 3/16/2022
Available in Romance 4.

ROMANCE  I  48 hardcover titles each year for about $1,170.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895303/savage-road
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896553/must-love-books
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896355/never-fall-for-your-fiancee
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896362/a-reckless-match
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CHRISTIAN ROMANCE  I  36 hardcover titles each year for about $828.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

ALONG THE RIO GRANDE
Love on the Santa Fe Series • Book 1
Tracie Peterson
CBA BESTSELLING AUTHOR
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
Recently widowed Susanna Jenkins has decided to follow her family to the town of San 
Marcial, New Mexico, for a fresh start. She's hopeful when her brother becomes determined 
to make his own way, and she feels drawn to his kind boss, Owen Turner, who works as a 
boilermaker for Santa Fe's train shops in town. When misguided choices put Susanna's family 
in a precarious situation, she worries her help has only made things worse. Leaving her family 
to fend for themselves seems like the best option, but how can she walk away from the true 
friendships — and love — that she's found?

TWILIGHT AT MOORINGTON CROSS
Abigail Wilson
“The shadowy halls of the Cluett Mesmeric Hospital serve as the backdrop for both a twisty murder mystery 
and the sweet romance between a patient and her solicitor in this suspenseful Regency romance.” 
— Publishers Weekly

1819, Kent, England. A young widow and patient at Cluett’s Mesmeric Hospital, Amelia is 
stunned to learn that her doctor — and the only father figure she’s ever known — has altered 
his will naming her as his primary beneficiary. However, she must wed one of two named 
men. How can she marry one of these men when her heart is intrigued by the charming 
solicitor, Mr. Hawkins? Everything takes on a new sense of urgency when Mr. Cluett is found 
dead in his bedchamber. Now Amelia is determined to uncover the truth of her benefactor’s 
demise. After all, this sudden turn of events couldn’t merely be a coincidence, could it?

DRIFTWOOD DREAMS
The Carolina Coast Series • Book 2
T. I. Lowe
“Lowe continues her Carolina Coast series . . . with this touching romance centered on high school friends who 
reconnect later in life.” — Publishers Weekly

Since her mother’s death years before, Josie Slater has spent most of her waking hours 
helping her dad run the Driftwood Diner. When a French-speaking Southern gentleman from 
her past moves back from Europe, Josie is launched into a tizzy of what-ifs and I-sure-do-hope-
sos. August Bradford left Sunset Cove six years ago to conquer his ambitious career goals. 
Finally ready to lay down some roots, the successful artist is determined to win Josie’s heart. 
August hopes to convince Josie to paint a life with him, but the problem is convincing her to let 
go of her apprehensions and give him — and her dreams — a fair chance.

  |  9781432895723  |  $31.99 U.S. 
Christian Romance  |  Releases 3/2/2022  |  Available in Christian Romance 2 & 3.

9781432895730  |  $30.99 U.S. 
Christian Romance  |  Releases 3/2/2022  |  Available in Christian Romance 2 & 3.

9781432895754  |  $29.99 U.S. 
Christian Romance  |  Releases 3/2/2022  |  Available in Christian Romance 3.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895723/along-the-rio-grande
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895730/twilight-at-moorington-cross
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895754/driftwood-dreams
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CHRISTIAN FICTION  I  48 hardcover titles each year for about $1,173.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

FREEDOM'S SONG
Kim Vogel Sawyer
CBA BESTSELLING AUTHOR
CAROL AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
Fanny Beck has been forced to sing for 
riverboat passengers since she was a girl. 
When she discovers the captain has no 
intention of releasing her, she seizes an 

opportunity to escape. After the star performer of the 
River Peacock is presumed drowned, Sloan Kirkpatrick, the 
riverboat’s captain, sets off to find her replacement. His 
journey will bring him face to face with his own past and a 
deeper understanding of what it means to be free.

FINDING WINGS
A Chandler Sisters Novel
Deborah Raney

Being the youngest of three sisters isn't 
always easy for Britt Chandler. Just as 
her life finally has a chance to blossom, it 
looks like God is calling Britt to be a family 
caregiver. Rafe Stuart is unable to forgive 

himself for a childhood mistake with grave repercussions. 
There definitely isn't room in his heart for love; it’s 
much too dangerous. When these two struggling souls 
encounter each other, sparks fly. But how can they begin 
to trust God to have the best for them and real purpose 
for their lives beyond what they’ve dreamed, or feared?

THE LADY'S MINE
Francine Rivers
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
CBA BESTSELLING AUTHOR
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
When Kathryn Walsh arrives in Calvada, 
Matthias Beck has a special interest in the 
new lady in town. He instantly recognizes 

C. T. Walsh’s same tenacity in the beautiful and outspoken 
redhead. When the handsome hotelier keeps finding 
himself on the same side of the issues as Miss Walsh, 
Matthias’ search for purpose becomes all about answering 
the call of his heart.

THE FINDER OF FORGOTTEN THINGS
Sarah Loudin Thomas
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

“[A] stunning tale of one of the worst industrial 
disasters in U.S. history, underlined with a moral 
imperative to love one’s neighbor.” 
— Library Journal

Gainey Floyd is suspicious of Sullivan Harris when he 
appears in her town but reconsiders after wells fill with 
water. Sulley grows uneasy when his success makes folks 
wonder if he can find more than water. He lights out to 
escape such expectations and runs into men digging 
the Hawks Nest Tunnel — but what they thought was a 
blessing is killing them.

  |  9781432895747  |  $33.99 U.S. 
Christian Romance  |  Releases 3/2/2022
Available in Christian Fiction 2, 3 & 4.

9781432895693  |  $31.99 U.S. 
Christian Historical Fiction  |  Releases 3/2/2022
Available in Christian Fiction 3 & 4.

9781432895709  |  $32.99 U.S. 
Christian Historical Fiction  |  Releases 3/2/2022
Available in Christian Fiction 2, 3 & 4.

9781432895686  |  $30.99 U.S. 
Christian Romance  |  Releases 3/2/2022
Available in Christian Fiction 4.

THE SUGARCREEK SURPRISE
Creektown Discoveries • Book 2
Wanda E. Brunstetter
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
CBA BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Losing her parents as a child, Lisa Miller has grown up being afraid of loving and losing. She 
dedicates herself to teaching at an Amish schoolhouse and helping the grandparents who 
raised her, all while avoiding the advances of Paul Herchberger. Paul enjoys antiques and 
meets Orley Troyer while looking for unique milk bottles. Orley and his wife offer advice as 
Paul tries to reach Lisa’s heart. When secrets are revealed, will Lisa use them as an excuse to 
close herself off again?

  |  9781432895716  |  $33.99 U.S. 
Amish Fiction  |  Releases 3/2/2022 |  Available in Christian Fiction 2, 3 & 4.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895716/the-sugarcreek-surprise
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895747/the-ladys-mine
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895709/freedoms-song
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895693/the-finder-of-forgotten-things
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895686/finding-wings
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AMISH FICTION  I  36 hardcover titles each year for about $846.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

BANISHED
AN AMISH ROMANCE
The Long Road Home • Book 1
Linda Byler

It was the early 1900s when Oba and May's parents died. They are set on a train to Arkansas 
to go live on their Amish aunt and uncle's cotton farm. When Oba received one especially 
cruel beating, he disappeared, leaving May to navigate the dangerous and lonely world she'd 
been placed in. When she encounters Clinton, she sees a kindness in his eyes that she's been 
thirsting for. He's drawn to her, too, but reminds her that he's black and she's white. Still, they 
find joy and solace in each other's company. When things become unbearable at the farm, 
May realizes she must escape. Can she turn to Clinton for help?

THE AMISH BABY FINDS A HOME
A Hearts of Lancaster County Novel
Barbara Cameron
CBA BESTSELLING AUTHOR
RWA GOLDEN HEART AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
Between his busy toy shop and the farm he owns with his brother, Gideon Troyer’s life is 
full. Now, the Amish woodworker is ready to share it with someone special, someone like 
Hannah Stoltzfus, the quilt shop owner a few doors down. But before Gideon can tell Hannah 
how he feels, she makes an unexpected discovery in his shop: a baby, one who shares an 
unmistakable Troyer family resemblance. Hannah is happy to help him care for the sweet 
abandoned boppli until they find his family. Gideon’s a natural with the baby, and Hannah can 
see Gideon’s ready for a familye of his own, but can she help him believe it?

MAGDELENA'S CHOICE
An Amish Charm Bakery Novel
Molly Jebber

Magdelena Beachy may not truly need her job at the Amish Charm Bakery, but she enjoys 
tending to customers. Only one thing would make life sweeter, and that's if Toby Schlabach 
would court her. With his daed ill and his mother and sister depending on him, Toby can't 
yet offer Magdelena the future she deserves. As he nears his goal, he learns her father 
has arranged a match with another suitor. Magdelena risks shunning if she goes against 
her family. Choosing a path will take courage as well as faith — in God's plan, and in this 
steadfast, tender love.

9781432895945  |  $31.99 U.S. 
Amish Fiction |  Releases 3/16/2022

9781432895273  |  $30.99 U.S. 
Amish Fiction |  Releases 3/16/2022

9781432896546  |  $30.99 U.S. 
Amish Fiction |  Releases 3/16/2022

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895945/banished-an-amish-romance
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895273/the-amish-baby-finds-a-home-a-hearts-of-lancaster-county-novel
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896546/magdelenas-choice
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CLEAN READS  I  36 hardcover titles each year for about $846.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

JANE DARROWFIELD AND THE MADWOMAN NEXT DOOR
A Jane Darrowfield Mystery
Barbara Ross
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
Megan, who’s purchased the house next to Jane’s, has been having blackouts, hearing voices 
— and feeling like someone’s following her. Are these symptoms of an illness — or signs that 
she’s in danger? Considering the extensive security system in Megan’s house, it seems like she 
should be safe — yet she soon vanishes into thin air. Some think she’s run away, but would 
this ambitious young lawyer on the partner track really miss a meeting with an important 
client? As Jane and the police look into Megan’s friends, family, and past, it may be time to 
sound the alarm.

LOVE AND LAVENDER
A Mayfield Family Romance
Josi S. Kilpack
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
Born with a clubbed foot, Hazel Stillman was sent away as a child and devoted herself to 
scholarship and education. Working as a teacher in an elite girls’ school, she's content with the 
way her story unfolded. When she hears rumors of the school being sold, however, she knows 
she must consider all her options. Duncan Penhale thrives on order and process. It would take 
an impressive woman to love him. Over time, Hazel and Duncan’s marriage of convenience 
becomes more appealing than they had anticipated. At the end of a full year, will they go their 
separate ways or could an unlikely marriage have found unsuspecting love?

TO ALL THE DOGS I'VE LOVED BEFORE
Pine Hollow • Book 3
Lizzie Shane
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

The last person Elinor Rodriguez wants to spend time with is her first love, Levi Jackson, but 
it seems her mischievous dog has other ideas. Dory slips from the house whenever Elinor’s 
back is turned, and in Pine Hollow, calls about a dog herding cars on Main Street go straight 
to Levi. The lawman broke Elinor’s heart once, now she’s determined to move on. As the kid 
who barely graduated, Levi always believed Elinor was out of his league. Even though he 
ended their engagement, Elinor still takes Levi’s breath away. With help from a four-legged 
friend, Levi and Elinor may just get the second chance they deserve.

9781432895280  |  $31.99 U.S. 
Mystery  |  Releases 3/16/2022

9781432895297  |  $30.99 U.S. 
Regency Romance  |  Releases 3/16/2022

9781432896560  |  $30.99 U.S. 
General Fiction  |  Releases 3/16/2022

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895280/jane-darrowfield-and-the-madwoman-next-door
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895297/love-and-lavender
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896560/to-all-the-dogs-ive-loved-before
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HARDCOVER WESTERNS  I  48 hardcover titles each year for about $1,047.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

WHEN ALL HELL BROKE LOOSE
A Preacher & Jamie MacCallister Western
William W. Johnstone 
and J. A. Johnstone
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHORS
It's one of the great mysteries of the 
Old West. The disappearance of a 
hunting party of Prussian nobles who 
entered the American wilderness 

and never returned. Now, the Prussian government 
demands an explanation. In response, the U.S. Army 
hires Preacher and Jamie MacCallister to join their 
search party, along with a band of Prussian soldiers. 
Some believe it's a hopeless mission. Others think there 
may be survivors, most likely women held captive as 
slaves. But it doesn't take Preacher and MacCallister long 
to learn the horrible truth.

FALCONER'S LAW
Falconer Series • Book 1
Jason Manning

The year is 1837. Hugh Falconer knows 
it’s time to look for new horizons, 
and he looks westward. Organizing a 
brigade of mountain men is no easy 
task but Falconer pulls it off, and he 
keeps them together as he leads them 
on a trail of danger across the desert, 

over savage mountains, through hostile Indian territory, 
and into California. Now Falconer and his brigade of 
hardcases have to survive in a hostile new land. Among 
them is the callow youth named Eben Nall, who was 
seeking adventure and found much more — a courage 
he didn’t know he had, and a beautiful young Mexican 
woman he needed more than breath itself.

RALPH COMPTON 
GUNS OF THE GREENHORN
The Gunfighter Series
Matthew P. Mayo
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Fletcher Ralston is summoned to 
Wyoming to inherit a run-down 
bordello and a lifetime of debts. 
The woman he's known only via 

correspondence as his "aunt" is in truth the madam of the 
brothel. After their meeting, she's found with her throat 
slit, and Fletcher is suspect number one, but the old 
lady's paramour, Gunnar Tibbs, believes in his innocence. 
The pair set out to clear Fletcher's name and track down 
the real killer. What they don't know is that someone is 
stalking them in return. Fletcher has to learn the ways of 
the West, and fast. Or he'll die with his spats on.

THE STONE GARDEN: 
THE EPIC LIFE OF BILLY THE KID
20TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION WITH 
NEW MATERIAL FROM THE AUTHOR
Bill Brooks
“This is one of the most inventive, moving 
and memorable western novels in many 
years.” — starred, Booklist

It's 27 years after the alleged death 
of Billy the Kid and rumors abound 

throughout New Mexico and the United States that the 
Kid is still alive. Those who believe him dead are labeling 
the Kid's killer, Pat Garrett, a traitor. While Sheriff 
Garrett expected a hero's reception for his assassination 
of William H. Bonney, Garrett has become the most 
despised man in the state with assassins lining up to gun 
him down. Garrett watches as the Kid's exploits become 
the stuff of legend, of dime novels novels and of myth 
that the Kid is alive. When an assassin's bullet finds 
Garrett, many secrets go to the grave with him. Among 
those secrets is the identity of his own killer.

9781432896232  |  $30.99 U.S.  
Western  |  Releases 3/16/2022
Available in Hardcover Westerns 1, 2, 3 & 4.

9781432896225  |  $28.99 U.S.  
Western  |  Releases 3/16/2022
Available in Hardcover Westerns 3 & 4.

9781432895150  |  $29.99 U.S.  
Western  |  Releases 3/16/2022
Available in Hardcover Westerns 2, 3 & 4.

9781432881436  |  $27.99 U.S.  
Western  |  Releases 3/16/2022
Available in Hardcover Westerns 4.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896232/when-all-hell-broke-loose
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895150/ralph-compton-guns-of-the-greenhorn
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896225/falconers-law
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432881436/the-stone-garden-the-epic-life-of-billy-the-kid-20th-anniversary-edition-with-new-material-from-the-author
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SOFTCOVER WESTERNS  I  36 softcover titles each year for about $711.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

RALPH COMPTON TERROR TRAIL
The Trail Drive Series
Lyle Brandt
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR
In the early days of the Mexican Revolution guerrillas led by Francisco "Pancho" Villa raid 
a ranch in Doña Ana County, New Mexico Territory. They abscond with a herd of saddle 
horses, wounding rancher Alejandro Aguirre and killing his only son, Eduardo, in the 
process. When the army commander refuses a punitive raid, Alejandro's twin daughters, 
Dolores and Yolanda, must step up. Together they lead a crew of ranch hands and friendly 
members of the Mescalaro Apache tribe to recover the herd. A perilous road lies ahead, 
but the sisters will stop at nothing to find justice for their fallen brother and reclaim what 
was stolen.

VIGILANTE JUSTICE
Preston Lewis
SPUR AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
Hugh Hampton and his neighbors went to the law, but the law looked the other way. 
Sheriff Johns had no interest in examining the evidence, but someone had blown up the 
Gillyard place and killed two men. That man was Lemuel Blunt, once owner of the land at 
Pecan Creek, and had it fair and square. Now meaner than a junkyard dog, he threatened 
anyone with a rightful claim. As drought burned out Brown County, Texas, Blunt takes out 
his revenge. With the sheriff in his pocket, Blunt thought he could drive them all out and get 
away with murder. Then Hampton took the law into his own hands and vowed to get justice 
even if he had to hang for it.

TO LOVE A STRANGER
Sharon Mignerey

Abbey Wallace has spent the last two years traveling from Virginia to California. After 
finding employment near Denver, she's abducted by two men who are certain she is their 
boss' missing wife. She expects Sloan Rafferty to recognize she's not his wife. Only, he 
seems convinced she is after he learns she and his wife grew up in the same valley. Little by 
little, she unwinds the secrets that intertwine her life with Sloan's wife, each twist putting 
her in greater peril. Sloan's brother reveals the truth of what happened to Sloan's wife. 
Only, it's too late because Sloan's actions have put her in the most terrible danger and he 
has come to love a stranger.

9781432895136  |  $26.99 U.S. 
Western  |  Releases 3/16/2022 |  Available in Softcover Westerns 1, 2 & 3.

9781432893279  |  $25.99 U.S. 
Western  |  Releases 3/16/2022 |  Available in Softcover Westerns 2 & 3.

9781432879495  |  $25.99 U.S. 
Frontier Fiction  |  Releases 3/16/2022 |  Available in Softcover Westerns 3.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895136/ralph-compton-terror-trail
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893279/vigilante-justice
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432879495/to-love-a-stranger
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PAPERBACK BESTSELLERS  I  48 softcover titles each year for about $481.40% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

THE PARIS LIBRARY
Janet Skeslien Charles

INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
INSTANT USA TODAY BESTSELLER
INSTANT WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER
AMAZON BEST BOOK

“A love letter to Paris, the power of books, and 
the beauty of intergenerational friendship.” 
― Booklist

Paris, 1939: Young and ambitious Odile Souchet has a 
dream job at the American Library in Paris. When the Nazis 
march into Paris, Odile stands to lose everything. Together 
with her fellow librarians, Odile joins the Resistance with 
the best weapons she has: books. When the war finally 
ends, Odile tastes the bitter sting of unspeakable betrayal. 
Montana, 1983: Lily is a lonely teenager looking for 
adventure in small-town Montana. Her interest is piqued 
by her solitary, elderly neighbor. As Lily uncovers more 
about her neighbor's mysterious past, she never suspects 
that a dark secret connects them.

WE BEGIN AT THE END
Chris Whitaker
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
WINNER OF THE GOLD DAGGER FOR 
BEST CRIME NOVEL FROM THE CRIME 
WRITERS’ ASSOCIATION (UK)
WINNER FOR BEST INTERNATIONAL CRIME 
FICTION FROM AUSTRALIAN 
CRIME WRITERS ASSOCIATION
WINNER OF THE THEAKSTON OLD 
PECULIER CRIME NOVEL OF THE YEAR (UK)
GOOD MORNING AMERICA BUZZ PICK
#1 INDIE NEXT PICK
LARIAT READING LIST PICK

Duchess Day Radley is a 13-year-old self-proclaimed 
outlaw. She might be a badass, but she's just trying to 
survive. She's the fierce protector of her five-year-old 
brother, and parent to her mother, Star, a single mom 
incapable of taking care of herself. Walk has never left 
the coastal California town where he and Star grew up. 
He's the chief of police, but he's still trying to heal the 
old wound of having given the testimony that sent his 
best friend, Vincent King, to prison decades before. Now, 
Vincent is being released. As soon as he steps foot back 
into his childhood town, trouble arrives, and Walk and 
Duchess will be unable to do anything but usher it in.

THE VINEYARD 
AT PAINTED MOON
Susan Mallery
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“The friendships in [The Vineyard at Painted 
Moon] are warm and realistic, as Mallery's 
many fans will expect.” — Booklist

Mackenzie Dienes seems to have it all 
— a beautiful home, close friends, and a 
successful career as an elite winemaker 

with the family winery. There's just one problem — it's not 
her family, it's her husband's. In fact, everything in her life 
is tied to him. So when she and her husband admit their 
marriage is over, her pain goes beyond heartbreak. She's 
on the brink of losing everything. If she can dare to let go 
of the life she thought she wanted, she might discover 
something even more beautiful waiting for her beneath a 
painted moon.

THE LOST APOTHECARY
Sarah Penner
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
#1 LIBRARYREADS PICK
INDIE NEXT PICK
AMAZON BEST BOOK
“Intriguing . . . Readers who enjoy parallel 
historical/contemporary narratives about 
women’s lives . . . will enjoy the historical 
details and mystery in this engrossing tale.” 
— Library Journal

Hidden in the depths of 18th-century London, a secret 
apothecary shop caters to an unusual kind of clientele. 
Women across the city whisper of a mysterious figure 
named Nella who sells well-disguised poisons to use 
against the oppressive men in their lives. But the 
apothecary's fate is jeopardized when her newest patron 
makes a fatal mistake, sparking a string of consequences 
that echo through the centuries. Meanwhile in present-
day London, when aspiring historian Caroline Parcewell 
stumbles upon a clue to the unsolved apothecary murders 
that haunted London 200 years ago, her life collides with 
the apothecary's — and not everyone will survive.

9781432896676  |  $19.00 U.S. 
Historical Fiction |  Releases 3/9/2022
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 2, 3 & 4.

9781432896669  |  $18.99 U.S. 
General Fiction |  Releases 3/9/2022
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 3 & 4.

9781432896683  |  $18.99 U.S. 
General Fiction |  Releases 3/9/2022
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 2, 3 & 4.

9781432896652  |  $18.99 U.S. 
Historical Fiction |  Releases 3/9/2022
Available in Paperback Bestsellers 4.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896683/the-vineyard-at-painted-moon
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896676/the-paris-library
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896669/we-begin-at-the-end
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896652/the-lost-apothecary
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GILDED
Marissa Meyer
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
#1 INDIE BESTSELLER
NEW YORK TIMES BEST CHILDREN'S BOOK
Cursed by the god of lies, a poor miller's 
daughter has developed a talent 
for spinning stories that are entirely 

untrue. When one of Serilda's outlandish tales draws 
the attention of the Erlking and his undead hunters, 
she's swept away into a grim world where ghouls and 
phantoms prowl the earth and ravens track her every 
move. The king orders Serilda to spin straw into gold or 
be killed for telling falsehoods. In her desperation, Serilda 
unwittingly summons a mysterious boy to her aid. He 
agrees to help her . . . for a price. Soon Serilda realizes 
there is more than one secret hidden in the castle walls, 
including an ancient curse that must be broken if she 
hopes to end the tyranny of the king forever.

SIEGE AND STORM
The Shadow and Bone Trilogy • Book 2
Leigh Bardugo
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
Alina Starkov is a soldier who knows she 
may not survive her first trek across the 
Shadow Fold. But when her regiment is 
attacked, Alina unleashes dormant magic 

not even she knew she possessed. Now Alina will enter a 
world of royalty and intrigue as she trains with the Grisha 
and falls under the spell of their charismatic leader. He 
believes Alina can summon a force capable of destroying 
the Fold and reuniting their country. As the threat to the 
kingdom mounts and Alina unlocks the secrets of her 
past, she will make a dangerous discovery that could 
threaten all she loves and the very future of a nation.

9781432895761  |  $24.99 U.S.  
Young Adult Fantasy  |  Releases 3/2/2022
Available in Young Adult 1 & 2.

9781432894610  |  $24.99 U.S.  
Young Adult Fantasy  |  Releases 3/2/2022
Available in Young Adult 2.

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE THESE UPCOMING RELEASES

New from Here
Kelly Yang
9781432895907 
$22.99 U.S.

Too Bright to See
Kyle Lukoff
9781432896782 
$22.99 U.S.

Northwind
Gary Paulsen
9781432895778 
$22.99 U.S.

The Vanderbeekers Make a Wish
Yan Glaser, Karina
9781432896775 
$22.99 U.S.

Ophie's Ghosts
Justina Ireland
9781432896102 
$22.99 U.S.

A Snake Falls to Earth
Darcie Little Badger
9781432896768 
$22.99 U.S.

Those Kids from Fawn Creek
Erin Entrada Kelly
9781432896119 
$22.99 U.S.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432893903/luck-of-the-titanic
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432894610/siege-and-storm
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895907/new-from-here
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432895778/northwind
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896102/ophies-ghosts
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896768/a-snake-falls-to-earth
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896119/those-kids-from-fawn-creek
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896782/too-bright-to-see
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9781432896775/the-vanderbeekers-make-a-wish
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PG 
# ISBN13 AUTHOR BS BSA SIM TITLE

LIST 
PRICE BIND SUB-GENRE

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 
STANDING ORDER

OPT 
#

RELEASE 
DATE

EDITOR’S CHOICE  I  96 hardcover titles each year for about $2,906.20% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

Pg 9 9781432896713 Blake, Olivie s The Atlas Six $37.99 HC Fantasy Wheeler Hardcover 6 3/2/22

Pg 6 9781432894764 Box, C. J. I s Shadows Reel $37.99 HC Mystery Core 3 3/16/22

Pg 9 9781432895532 Dailey, Janet I s Calder Grit $37.99 HC Historical Romance Wheeler Hardcover 8 3/2/22

Pg 3 9781432895259 Deveraux, Jude I s A Relative Murder $36.99 HC Mystery Basic 6 3/29/22

Pg 3 9781432885410 Evanovich, Janet I s The Recovery Agent $38.99 HC Mystery Basic 1 3/22/22

Pg 6 9781432895563
Hendricks, Greer 
and Sarah Pekkanen I s The Golden Couple $37.99 HC Thriller Core 4 3/16/22

Pg 6 9781432892128 Lescroart, John I s The Missing Piece $37.99 HC Thriller Core 6 3/29/22

Pg 3 9781432895266 Mallery, Susan I s The Summer Getaway $37.99 HC General Fiction Basic 3 3/15/22

Pg 9 9781432895549 Michaels, Fern I s Fear Thy Neighbor $37.99 HC Women's Fiction Wheeler Hardcover 5 3/29/22

Pg 7 9781432896348 Prado, Ric s
Black Ops: The Life of a 
CIA Shadow Warrior $35.99 HC Autobiography Core 8 3/2/22

Pg 7 9781432895525 Wrobel, Stephanie s This Might Hurt $36.99 HC Thriller Core 7 3/29/22

PUBLISHER'S SHOWCASE  I  24 hardcover titles each year for about $648.25% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

HARDCOVER GENRE VALUE  I  36 hardcover titles each year for about $950.20% STANDING 
ORDEROFF

Pg 19 9781432895303 Feehan, Christine I Savage Road $32.99 HC Romance Romance 3/16/22

Pg 14 9781432896416 Fluke, Joanne I s Caramel Pecan Roll Murder $35.99 HC Cozy Mystery Mystery 3/2/22

Pg 24 9781432896232
Johnstone, William W. 
and J. A. Johnstone I When All Hell Broke Loose $30.99 HC Western Hardcover Westerns 3/16/22

Pg 4 9781432895464 Ferrante, Elena I s

In the Margins: On the 
Pleasures of Reading 
and Writing $35.99 HC General Fiction Basic 3/15/22

Pg 7 9781432894825 Kanon, Joseph s The Berlin Exchange $35.99 HC General Fiction Core 3/2/22

Pg 4 9781432895471 Serle, Rebecca I s One Italian Summer $35.99 HC Women's Fiction Basic 3/2/22
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CITY OF THE DEAD
An Alex Delaware Novel
Jonathan Kellerman
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Homicide Lt. Detective Milo Sturgis and psychologist Alex Delaware are at a case where a 
naked young man lies dead in the street, the apparent victim of a collision with a moving 
van hurtling through suburbia in the darkness. Any thoughts of accidental death vanish 
when a blood trail leads to a nearby home and a butchered young woman. Is the mystery 
man out in the street collateral damage or will he turn out to be the key to solving a grisly 
double homicide? As the psychologist and the detective explore L.A.'s meanest streets, 
they peel back layer after layer of secrets and encounter a savage, psychologically twisted, 
almost unthinkable motive for violence and bloodshed.

NOTHING TO LOSE
A J. P. Beaumont Novel
J. A. Jance
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Years ago, when he was a homicide detective with the Seattle Police Department, J. P. 
Beaumont’s partner, Sue Danielson, was murdered. As Beau rushed to the scene, he urged 
Jared, Sue’s teenage son, to grab his younger brother and flee the house. Now, almost 20 
years later, Jared reappears in Beau’s life seeking his help once again — his younger brother 
Chris is missing. Still haunted by the events of that tragic night, Beau doesn’t hesitate 
to take on the case. Following a lead all the way to the wilds of wintertime Alaska, he 
encounters a tangled web of family secrets in which a killer with nothing to lose is waiting to 
take another life.

SIERRA SIX
A Gray Man Novel
Mark Greaney
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“Excellent . . . Greaney seamlessly adjusts focus between the timelines, jumping from one exhilarating roller-
coaster ride to the other. Spy and military thriller fans will be well pleased.” — starred, Publishers Weekly

Before he was the Gray Man, Court Gentry was Sierra Six, the junior member of a CIA action 
team. In their first mission they took out a terrorist leader, at a terrible price. Years have 
passed. The Gray Man is on a simple mission when he sees a ghost: the long-dead terrorist, 
but he's remarkably energetic for a dead man. A decade of time hasn't changed the Gray 
Man. He isn’t one to leave a job unfinished or a blood debt unpaid.

9780593558768 | $31.99 U.S. | Hardcover
Suspense | Releases 3/16/2022 | Random House
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

9780063211254 | $30.99 U.S. | Softcover
Suspense | Releases 3/16/2022 | HarperCollins
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

9780593556375 | $30.00 U.S. | Hardcover
Espionage | Releases 3/16/2022 | Random House
Available in Distribution 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/standing-order-plans
https://www.gale.com/thorndike
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9780593558768/city-of-the-dead
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9780593558768/city-of-the-dead
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9780593556375/sierra-six
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VIOLETA
Isabel Allende
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
INDIE NEXT PICK
ON 5 MOST ANTICIPATED BOOK LISTS
Violeta comes into the world on a stormy day in 1920. From the start, her life is marked by 
extraordinary events, for the ripples of the Great War are still being felt, even as the Spanish 
flu arrives on the shores of her homeland almost at the moment of her birth. Through her 
father’s prescience, the family will come through that crisis unscathed, only to lose everything 
and are forced to retreat to a wild, remote part of the country. She tells her story in the form 
of a letter to someone she loves, recounting times of devastating heartbreak and passionate 
affairs, poverty and wealth, terrible loss and immense joy.

THE LIGHTNING ROD
A Zig & Nola Novel
Brad Meltzer
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
When Archie Mint is killed while trying to stop a robbery in his own home, his family is 
shattered and then shocked to learn he's been hiding criminal secrets none of them could've 
imagined. While working on Mint’s body, mortician “Zig” Zigarowski discovers something he 
was never meant to see. That telling detail leads him to Mint’s former top secret military unit 
and his connection to artist Nola Brown. Following Nola’s trail, he uncovers one of the U.S. 
government’s most intensely guarded secrets — an undisclosed military facility that dates 
back to the Cold War and holds the key to something far more sinister: a hidden group willing 
to compromise the very safety and security of America itself.

HER LAST AFFAIR
John Searles
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“Skyla lives alone in the shadow of the defunct drive-in movie theater that she and her 
husband ran for nearly 50 years and spends her nights ruminating about the regrets and 
deceptions in her long marriage. That is, until she rents a cottage on the property to a 
charming British man, Teddy Cornwell. A thousand miles away, Linelle is about to turn 50. 
Bored by her spouse and fired from her job, her only source of joy is an online affair with her 
very first love, a man she’s not seen in nearly 30 years, Teddy Cornwell. While in New York 
City, Jeremy, a failed and bitter writer, accepts an assignment to review a new restaurant in 
Providence. Years ago, Providence was the site of his first great love and first great heartbreak 
and maybe, just maybe, he’ll look her up when he’s back in town.

9780593558713 | $30.00 U.S. | Hardcover
Historical Fiction | Releases 3/16/2022 | Random House
Available in Distribution 4, 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

9780063210981 | $30.00 U.S. | Softcover
Thriller | Releases 3/16/2022 | HarperLuxe
Available in Distribution 5, 6, 7 & Deluxe.

9780063211018 | $29.99 U.S. | Softcover
Suspense | Releases 3/16/2022 | HarperLuxe
Available in Distribution 6, 7 & Deluxe.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9780593558713/violeta
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9780063210981/the-lightning-rod
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9780063211018/her-last-affair
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ALL THE QUEEN'S MEN
S. J. Bennett
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
At Buckingham Palace, the queen must 
deal with the fallout from the Brexit 
referendum, a new female prime 
minister, and a tumultuous election 
in the United States — yet these 
prove to be the least of her worries 
when a staff member is found dead 

beside the palace swimming pool. Is it truly the result 
of a tragic accident or is something more sinister going 
on? Meanwhile, her assistant private secretary, Rozie 
Oshodi, is on the trail of a favorite painting that once 
hung outside the queen’s bedroom and appears to have 
been misappropriated by the Royal Navy and a series 
of disturbing anonymous letters have begun circulating 
in the palace. The queen’s courtiers think they have it 
all "under control", but Her Majesty is not so sure. After 
all, though the staff and public may not be aware, she's 
the keenest sleuth among them. Sometimes, it takes a 
queen’s eye to see connections where no one else can.

THE PARIS APARTMENT
Lucy Foley
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Jess needs a fresh start. She’s broke 
and alone, and she’s just left her job 
under less than ideal circumstances. 
Her half-brother Ben didn’t sound 
thrilled when she asked if she could 
crash with him for a bit, but he didn’t 
say no, and surely everything will look 

better from Paris. Only when she shows up — to find 
a very nice apartment, could Ben really have afforded 
this? — he’s not there. The longer Ben stays missing, the 
more Jess starts to dig into her brother’s situation, and the 
more questions she has. Ben’s neighbors are an eclectic 
bunch, and not particularly friendly. Jess may have come 
to Paris to escape her past, but it’s starting to look like 
it’s Ben’s future that’s in question. Everyone's a neighbor. 
Everyone's a suspect. And everyone knows something 
they’re not telling.

MOON WITCH, SPIDER KING
The Dark Star Trilogy
Marlon James
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
“Brilliant. . . If book one centers on the nature 
of storytelling, this volume turns its focus to 
memory, archiving, and history as Sogolon 
works to correct the record. This is a tour de 
force.” — starred, Publishers Weekly

In Black Leopard, Red Wolf, Sogolon the 
Moon Witch proved a worthy adversary to Tracker as they 
clashed across a mythical African landscape in search of 
a mysterious boy who disappeared. In Moon Witch, Spider 
King, Sogolon takes center stage and gives her own account 
of what happened to the boy, and how she plotted and 
fought, triumphed and failed as she looked for him. It’s 
also the story of a century-long feud — seen through the 
eyes of a 177-year-old witch — that Sogolon had with the 
Aesi, chancellor to the king. It's said that Aesi works so 
closely with the king that together they're like the eight 
limbs of one spider. Aesi’s power is considerable — and 
deadly. It takes brains and courage to challenge him, which 
Sogolon does for reasons of her own.

SCOUNDREL
HOW A CONVICTED MURDERER 
PERSUADED THE WOMEN WHO 
LOVED HIM, THE CONSERVATIVE 
ESTABLISHMENT, AND THE COURTS 
TO SET HIM FREE
Sarah Weinman
In the 1960s, Edgar Smith, in prison and 
sentenced to death for the murder of 
teenager Victoria Zielinski, struck up a 
correspondence with William F. Buckley, 

the founder of National Review. Buckley, who refused to 
believe that a man who supported the neoconservative 
movement could have committed such a heinous crime, 
began to advocate not only for Smith’s life to be spared but 
also for his sentence to be overturned. So begins a bizarre 
and tragic tale of mid-century America. Sarah Weinman’s 
Scoundrel leads us through the twists of fate and fortune 
that brought Smith to freedom, book deals, fame, and 
eventually to attempting murder again. In Smith, Weinman 
has uncovered a psychopath who slipped his way into 
public acclaim and acceptance before crashing down to 
earth once again.

9780063210974 | $29.99 U.S. | Softcover
Mystery | Releases 3/16/2022 | HarperLuxe
Available in Distribution 7 & Deluxe.

9780063061903 | $30.99 U.S. | Softcover
Thriller | Releases 3/16/2022 | HarperCollins
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

9780593556443 | $32.00 U.S. | Hardcover
Fantasy | Releases 3/16/2022 | Random House
Available in Distribution Deluxe.

9780063211087 | $30.99 U.S. | Softcover
True Crime | Releases 3/16/2022 | HarperCollins
Available in Distribution 6, 7 & Deluxe.

https://www.gale.com/thorndike
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9780593556443/moon-witch-spider-king
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9780063210974/all-the-queens-men
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9780063061903/the-paris-apartment
https://www.gale.com/thorndike/9780063211087/scoundrel-how-a-convicted-murderer-persuaded-the-women-who-loved-him-the-conservative-establishment-and-the-courts-to-set-him-free
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NINE LIVES
Peter Swanson
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
Nine strangers receive a list with their 
names on it in the mail. Nothing else, 
just a list of names on a single sheet of 
paper. None of the nine people know 
or have ever met the others on the list. 
They dismiss it as junk mail, a fluke 

— until very, very bad things begin happening to people 
on the list. First, a well-liked old man is drowned on a 
beach in the small town of Kennewick, Maine. Then, a 
father is shot in the back while running through his quiet 
neighborhood in suburban Massachusetts. A frightening 
pattern is emerging, but what do these nine people have 
in common? FBI agent Jessica Winslow, who is on the 
list herself, is determined to find out. Could there be 
some dark secret that binds them all together? Or is this 
the work of a murderous madman? As the mysterious 
sender stalks these nine strangers, they find themselves 
constantly looking over their shoulders, wondering who'll 
be crossed off next.

ONE NIGHT ON THE ISLAND
Josie Silver
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Spending her 30 birthday alone is not 
what dating columnist Cleo Wilder 
wanted, but she plans a solo retreat 
in the name of re-energizing herself 
and adding a new perspective to her 
column. The remote Irish island she’s 
booked gives her a chance to hunker 

down in a luxury cabin and indulge in some self-care 
while she figures out next steps. Mack Sullivan is also 
looking forward to some time to himself. With his life in 
Boston deteriorating, his soul-searching has brought him 
to the same Irish island to explore his roots and find some 
clarity. Unfortunately, a mix-up with the bookings means 
both have reserved the same one-room hideaway on 
exactly the same dates. Instantly at odds, Cleo and Mack 
don’t know how they’re going to manage until the next 
weekly ferry arrives. As the days go by, they no longer 
seem to mind each other’s company quite as much as 
they thought they would.

THE TOBACCO WIVES
Adele Myers

Maddie Sykes is a burgeoning 
seamstress who’s just arrived in Bright 
Leaf, North Carolina where her aunt 
has a thriving sewing business. After 
years of war rations and shortages, 
Bright Leaf is a prosperous wonderland 
in full technicolor bloom, and Maddie 
is dazzled by the palatial homes, and, 

most of all, her aunt’s glossiest clientele: the wives of the 
powerful tobacco executives. She soon learns that Bright 
Leaf isn’t quite the carefree paradise that it seems. A 
trail of misfortune follows many of the women, including 
substantial health problems, and although Maddie is quick 
to believe that this is a coincidence, she inadvertently 
uncovers evidence that suggests otherwise. Maddie wants 
to report what she knows, but in a town where everyone 
depends on Big Tobacco to survive, she doesn’t know who 
she can trust — and fears that exposing the truth may 
destroy the lives of the proud, strong women with whom 
she's forged strong bonds.

ANGELS OF THE PACIFIC
A NOVEL OF WORLD WAR II
Elise Hooper

Tess Abbott, an American Army 
nurse, has fled the hardships of the 
Great Depression for the glamour 
and adventure of Manila. Everything 
changes when the Japanese Imperial 
Army invades with lightning speed 
and devastating results. Tess and her 

band of nurses serve on the front lines until they are 
captured as prisoners of war and held behind the high 
stone walls of Manila’s Santo Tomas Internment Camp. 
When the Japanese occupation of her beloved homeland 
commences, Flor Dalisay, a Filipina university student, will 
be drawn into the underground network of resistance, 
discovering within herself reserves of courage, resilience, 
and leadership she never knew she possessed. As the 
war continues, Tess and Flor face danger, deprivation, 
and terror, leading them into a web of danger as they 
unexpectedly work together to save lives and win their 
freedom.
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